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The SONY HT-FS32C is a very affordable 4K Blu-ray player that supports all of the same HDR formats
as the SDR-XH470 (but not Dolby Atmos sound effects). The HT-FS32C supports microSD cards up to

128GB, which is better than the 32GB limit on the models that we tested. Sony also includes the
XAVC-S 4K codec to encode 4K content. In this case, theres still a bit of hardware to play with (you
need to invest in an external firmware update brick to update the player), but its close enough to
just plug in a power brick and connect to a display. Notably, the DP-UB420 did not, as many other
players do, dynamically upconvert Blu-ray discs when playing them. It also lacks a USB connection
so you cannot download your files to a hard drive if you want to watch your discs in a computer.

Afterward, we turned on the HDR Optimizer, and the Panasonic improved the image on the TCL TV,
making all objects on the screen look better in HDR while leaving the movie in black-and-white. Its

not a drastic change (especially since most HDR TVs modify the brightest highlights), but it was
noticeable when we matched it against the other players tested. Of all the 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray
players weve tested, the Panasonic DMP-UB420 is the best overall option. In some very specific

areas, it is a slight step down from the Optoma, but it does everything the Optoma does, but its cost
hass dropped significantly. As we said earlier, few people will be interested in HDR right now, and for
those who are interested, the DP-UB420 handles it very well. We really liked its ability to upscale Blu-
ray and DVD discs into 4K content, even while preserving those bright highlights. Finally, we liked its

ability to import files from a USB drive, a feature that the Sony brings in a very convenient way.
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